Features:
- Class A fire rating
- Molded end caps
- Molded outside corners
- Stock length 12'-0" (3658)

Finishes:
- Manufacturer's standard colors
- Custom colors available
- Grooved

Optional mounting:
- Cushions
- Brackets

Stock length 12'-0" (3658)

Features:
- Molded end caps
- Molded outside corners
- Class A fire rating
- 7/32" (197)
- 1" (25)
- 16" oc (406) - staggered
- supplied by others

Vinyl cover
- high impact
- 0.100" (2.5) thick
- textured

Fasteners
- 16 oc (406) - supplied by others
- 0.080" (2.0) thick
- alloy 6063-T5
- mill finish

Aluminum retainer
- continuous

Impact cushion
- continuous

Field mitre inside corner
- Vinyl cover
- End cap
- Butt joint
- Outside corner
- Aluminum retainer

BCRVS775C-C05-P
BCRVS775C-B175-P

Finishes:
- Manufacturer's standard colors
- Grooved
- Custom colors available
- Grooved

( ) denotes millimeters
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